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Abstract: - The approach to a solution of the problem of dynamic distribution of jobs in real time systems is
described, in this article. A method for transformation of initial data into the form that makes it possible to use
the known algorithms to construct a plan of solution. The offered method allows scheduling of solution
efficiency of computing units and the system of priorities -penalties- be fulfilled.
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1 Introduction
The real time scheduling is characterized by

solution of the following problem: definition of the
plan of solution of a set of tasks with a given time of
fulfilment and restrictions on time of tasks exit from
the system. The system of scheduling should ensure
realization of the requirements on minimization of
summarized time of deviation of real tasks exit from
the system (realization of the terms of solution) at
initial temporal restrictions (the time of inflow of a
task, time of solution and extreme time of exit of the
request from the system is pre-set to the scheduling
system) with full observance of the work order. In
general setting up this task concerns to the NP-
complete class.

In most cases real time scheduling system
developers use static algorithms and define beforehand
the maximum list of the tasks by supposing the worst
case for deriving a static controlling table (plan). This
plan is fixed and is used for unconditional fulfilment in
a dynamic mode with the following assumptions:
 all temporal restrictions remain constant for the

time of plan fulfilment;

 all tasks are can be solved in the limits of their
critical time;

Otherwise a static list of priorities is formed by
means of static scheduling techniques for use in the
dynamic condition during job scheduling.

If the system of real time works only in the
dynamic condition, the use of the agreements of static
scheduling (where all is known beforehand) is
unadvisable. One of the possible algorithms of time-
table formation is selected and then carefully analyzed
on its applicability in the expected dynamic
environment. As a rule, in this case the algorithms
which use scheduling by the list or a priority service
are appeared.

As a rule, with passage of the tasks through the
computing system the multi-level systems of
scheduling are applied. The classical scheme of
scheduling includes the schedulers of three types:

1. The scheduler of the upper level selects a
population of tasks which is authorized to compete for
capture of CS resources.

2. The scheduler of an average level selects a
tasks which are authorized to compete for capture of
time of the processor.








